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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to set out a coherent intellectual framework to help to better understand
how people create, organise, manage, use and dispose of their personal digital archives. The context
for this is the increasing volume and diversity of digital information objects being captured and stored
by individuals in their personal capacities and the need to find ways to preserve this material for
posterity.
Design/methodology/approach – The research presented here is based on literature analysis, the
questions having been informed by an earlier series of in-depth interviews. The approach taken is to
synthesise key concepts from the computer science, information management, and archives and
records management literatures. Key concepts from the existing literature in computer science,
information management, and archives and records management were elicited and synthesised to
create a coherent document lifecycle narrative.
Findings – Individuals exhibit great diversity in terms of personal information management and
digital archiving practice at just about every point in the digital information cycle: much more so than
is the case in formal repositories. Practices exhibited are not always conducive to efficient document
management. This represents a very keen challenge for professional curatorial practice.
Practical implications – Little is known about how individuals manage digital information
resources in their personal capacity, outside of their corporate or institutional employment. Yet both
individuals on their own and professional curators on behalf of repositories are increasingly being
faced with the challenge of how to deal with digital media. It is hoped that this paper will contribute to
a growing debate in this area.
Originality/value – Personal information management from the perspective of personal digital
archives is a surprisingly under-researched area and the proposed model adopts an archival
information lifecycle approach. It seeks to apply and promote an archivally-oriented personal
information management.
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Introduction
Individuals are capturing and storing an ever-increasing amount of digital information
about or for themselves, including documents, articles, portfolios of work, digital
images, and audio and video recordings. People can now correspond by e-mail, have
personal web pages, blogs, and electronic diaries. Computer processing, storage, and
software tools are increasing in power year on year. Many issues arise from this
increasingly empowered landscape of personal collection, dissemination, and digital
memory, which will have major future impacts on librarianship and archival practice.
Not only the media and formats but also the contents of works created by individuals
are changing. Consider the example, in the history of science, of the fate of the field
notebook as research councils move towards supporting more standardised forms of
recording eScience.
Personal information collections and management have been the focus of attention
of researchers for many years, particularly in the field of Human-Computer Interaction
(e.g. Malone, 1983). However, the rapid rise in digital applications and storage capacity
has both stimulated interest in this field and also opened up a new research area within
it highlighted by Beagrie (2005). In particular, the way individuals use their personal
computers at home (or, more accurately, away from work and the corporate or
institutional environment) is ripe for detailed investigation.
We adopt the term “personal digital archives” to refer to these informal, diverse,
and expanding memory collections created or acquired and accumulated and
maintained by individuals in the course of their personal lives, and belonging to
them, rather than to their institutions or other places of work. These digital
collections are essentially the digital equivalent of the “personal papers” manifested
in contemporary historical archives and manuscript collections and the individual
items within can be referred to as “personal digital objects” or as “eManuscripts”, a
term used by the British Library (BL) since 2000. Archivists working with personal
papers tend to eschew publications but even these will be embraced if there are
annotations or if there is a valuable compilation of obscure publications or of
newspaper cuttings; and in any case a list of the publications held by an individual is
invariably welcome. A little historical perspective may help clarify terminology: just
as a collection of “books” (which might include journals and magazines) held by an
individual is referred to as a personal library, so the “papers” held by an individual
are referred to as a personal archive, and its development involves many
informational aspects of a person’s life from the passive receiving of letters, the
selective retaining and discarding of notes, and the creating of diaries, essays and
photographs. Conceptually, it is useful to contrast the formal, carefully edited
publication with the personal paper which may be unfinished, informal, candid, and
in some sense closer to the individual. In the digital era, the distinction is becoming
increasingly blurred – though not entirely absent.
At the British Library, interest in personal digital archives was stimulated by the
arrival of the W.D. Hamilton Archive in 2000. It contained a wide range of computers
and computer media from five-hole paper tapes and punched cards through to optical
disks and hard drives requiring the research and development of new techniques and
methodologies for their curation (Summers and John, 2001; Grafen, 2004; John, 2005,
2008). In 2003 the library created for the first time a post for a Curator of eManuscripts.
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Similarly, the Paradigm (Personal ARchives Accessible in DIGital Media) project
involving the research libraries of the University of Oxford and University of
Manchester set out “to survey and accession sample hybrid personal archives (i.e.
personal archives with digital and physical components)” (Paradigm, 2008, p. 16) from
a representative sample of United Kingdom politicians (Thomas and Martin, 2006;
Paradigm, 2008). This was undertaken to explore the issues involved in preserving
digital private papers. Project archivists first investigated the structure of politicians’
personal archives in an attempt to characterise hybrid personal archives. The project
also considered the impact that current technologies might have on the content and
structure of the average personal archive.
Currently, the personal digital archive is the focus of a major study, the Digital
Lives Research Project, which is funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council
and led by the British Library. It focuses on such collections and their relationship with
research repositories. It brings together expert curators and practitioners in digital
manuscripts, digital preservation, modern literary manuscripts, web-archiving, history
of science, and oral history from the BL with researchers in the School of Library,
Archive and Information Studies at University College London, and The Centre for
Information Technology and Law at the University of Bristol. Interim results from the
study have been published elsewhere (Williams et al., 2008).
The Digital Lives project aims to explore how individuals use, organise and manage
their digital collections. This will help to inform not only curators and archivists who
will be entrusted to manage important personal archives for posterity but also people
generally who may want (as seems increasingly so) to look after their personal digital
archives for themselves and for family members. We are seeking to:
.
clarify our understanding of an enormously complex and changing environment;
.
identify the key issues; and
.
start to evaluate radical new practices and tools that could advance curatorial
processes in the future.
This paper focuses on the first stage of the digital archive process – individuals’ own
digital behaviour and their build-up of a digital archive, and concentrates on the
literature carried out to inform our fieldwork. It reviews some of the key literature on
Personal Information Management, with particular emphasis on digital collections,
and – following fieldwork reported elsewhere (Williams et al., 2008) – looks at the
management of information from the perspective of a “lifecycle”. This entails
examining the stages of the life histories of personal digital objects as a chronological
narrative, beginning with their creation, acquisition and manipulation, continuing with
decisions about their retention, disposal and backing-up, and organisation into, for
example, a folder structure or directory – and, finally, their long-term storage or
accommodation. All of these stages mirror the formal activities of archiving and
records management – except that in this case the emphasis is on the individual rather
than the institution, and on personal “lay” practices rather than professional ones. The
investigators believe that this chronological lifecycle approach illuminates personal
digital information practice and informs the wider project to an extent that perhaps a
thematic one might not do.
Research into Personal Information Management has often been motivated by the
desire to design successful software and hardware that meets specific functional

objectives; and in many cases is commercially driven. The personal archive approach
explored in the present paper is modelled on the archival lifecycle and takes a holistic
view of the entire collection of personal digital objects within the control of an
individual. Moreover, an archivally-oriented PIM has objectives that are akin to those
of the professional archivist or curator; for example, literary curators seek to meet the
requirements of literary scholars who want to study the way a piece of writing was
created, while a historian of science might want to uncover the sequence of events and
thoughts that led to a discovery or insight and a curator of scientific manuscripts takes
this into account. The desire from the archival perspective is for information to be
interpretable and maximally useful for future as well as current generations.
Much PIM research has sought to improve or understand functionality based on
present conditions; but an archivally-oriented PIM is concerned not only with the use of
currently active digital objects but also with the accurate retrieval of past events
through digital objects that were created, acquired, amended or organised in the past.
However, in a similar vein, usability research increasingly has employed aspects of
past behaviour and activity (i.e. elements of personal information) as a means of
improving current performance (e.g. Balazinska et al., 2007; Bellotti et al., 2008). A
dynamically accessible personal digital archive might be seen as the ultimate resource
for identifying a suitable personal profile that matches a device to an individual in
order to optimise its effective use.
There are innumerable references to “lifecycles” and “cycles” of information in the
computer science, information science, management and archival literatures but in
relation to personal digital objects and the activities of individuals during their
personal lives there has been much less prominence given to a personal digital
information lifecycle that gives the appearance of emulating a prescribed archival or
curatorial process.
Roes (1994) describes the “information cycle” in terms of the publication process
with regard to scholarly works:
[. . .] in which the actors are scholars, both producing and consuming information; primary
and secondary publishers which organise the editing and refereeing process . . . and libraries
which select titles . . . and supply the information on demand.

The “information cycle” proposed in the present paper relates to personal documents
as managed in an individual’s own collection. Clearly, the addition of the adjective
“digital” makes the cycle applicable specifically to electronic documents – which have
a different cycle in that they can be replicated exactly with multiple copies existing in
diverse locations, can be disseminated as replicates and kept at the same time, and can
be converted into more or less equivalent entities that exist in different digital formats.
The huge diversity of practices by individuals can be contrasted with the much
more consistent practices that exist when documents are passed to a repository, where
a formal more uniform “cycle” or “system” takes over. With regard to digital artefacts,
one such system is The Open Archival Information System (OAIS) or model, “a
reference model that has been widely accepted by the digital preservation community
as a key standard for digital repositories” (Paradigm, 2008). This form of document
cycle is beyond the scope of the current review.
The present authors view a digital object cycle as one that embraces the document
or other electronic artefact from gestation or acquisition to long-term (personal)
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retention or archival storage. Between these poles there is the “short-term” document
manipulation and management stage, when artefacts are said to be “hot” or “warm”
(Sellen and Harper, 2002) rather than “cold”, as they are once set aside or completed.
This exploratory review categorises the digital document or eManuscript cycle into
three phases:
(1) obtaining information;
(2) short-term information management; and
(3) long-term personal archiving and preservation.
The literature on each of these is reviewed briefly, following an introduction to
Personal Information Management (PIM) and then personal digital archives.
Personal digital information management
Personal information management
Bruce et al. (2004) contends that “individuals create a personalised subset of the
information world that they can use when they are faced with information needs. This
. . . is a personal information collection”. A personal information collection is defined as
the space we turn to first when we need information to do a task or pursue an interest.
It is a collection of information sources and channels that we as individuals have
acquired, cultivated, and organised over time and in response to a range of stimuli.
Such information may consist of files, e-mails, web bookmarks, papers, sound
collections and so on. Jones et al. (2005, p. 457) prefers to use the term “personal space of
information”, describing this as “all the information items that are . . . under an
individual’s control”. Finally, for Bergman et al. (2004) a collection of personal
information is a self-contained set of items, usually sharing a particular technological
format and accessed through a particular application. Maintaining this collection, in
terms of filing, indexing and access has been described as “the management of
information by an individual in support of his/her roles and tasks” (Bergman et al.,
2004, p. 1598). It is commonly called Personal Information Management (PIM).
PIM is now a topic of much interest because of the size and variety of individuals’
personal collections.
[PIM] refers to both the practice and study of the activities a person performs in order to
acquire or create, store, organise, maintain, retrieve, use and distribute information needed to
complete tasks (work-related or not) and fulfil various roles and responsibilities (for example,
as parent, employee . . . .) (The) . . . information items . . . are stored for later . . . and repeated
re-use (Jones, 2007, p. 453).

Other definitions of PIM include that of Lansdale (1988, p. 55), being “the methods and
procedures by which we handle, categorise and retrieve information on a day-to-day
basis”; and Barreau and Nardi (1995, p. 327) for whom PIM was the somewhat
narrower “system developed by or created for an individual for personal use in a work
environment”.
According to Jones (2007) (albeit citing Lansdale, 1988), the phrase “Personal
Information Management” was “apparently” first used in the 1980s, along with a
number of appropriate tools to help with, for example, appointments and scheduling,
to-do lists, phone numbers, and addresses.

As Jones (2004) points out, “a person may maintain several separate, . . . inevitably
inconsistent, organisational schemes for electronic documents, paper documents,
e-mail messages and web references”. Furthermore, “the number of organisational
schemes may increase if a person has several e-mail accounts, uses separate computers
for home and work, uses a PDA or a smart phone”.
As Jones implies, PIM has become predominantly concerned with the management
of electronic information, to which this review now turns.
Personal digital archives
Bergman et al. (2004) contends that PIM is a fundamental aspect of computer-based
activity - millions of computer users manage personal information (e.g. files, e-mail,
contacts, bookmarks, reminders) every day to support their work and leisure needs.
Beagrie (2005) used the phrase “personal digital collections” to refer to “the informal,
diverse, and expanding digital memory collections accumulated and maintained by
individuals”. Although this is essentially the digital equivalent to “personal papers”, or
“personal digital archives”, a closely related concept found in archival and curatorial
literature, it can be used to emphasise the inclusion of digital publications held by the
individual (a convergence of personal library and personal archive). As these terms
focus on individuals, they exclude, for example, information on them that may be held
in government sources such as census records or reviews of an individual’s work
created and maintained by third parties.
Jones et al. (2005) contend that: “it is very important to note that the personal
information collection also includes information sources and channels that have been
left” (original emphasis) – in other words, bookmarks and the electronic pages to
which they lead should be considered part of a digital collection. This view is given
strength by the literature showing that many people do not “download” electronically
discovered information, as they know they will be able to find it in situ when needed
(Bruce et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2005). Jones (2007) suggests that a personal collection
(termed by him as a “Personal Space of Information”, or PSI, which can include
hardcopy) does not include the web pages visited but does include copies made (or that
are cached on a person’s computer) and the bookmarks created to those pages. Jones
further states that, in addition, a PSI “also includes applications, tools (such as a
desktop search facility) and constructs (e.g. associated properties, folders, . . .) that
support the acquisition, storage, retrieval and use of the information” (Jones, 2007, p.
463). Metadata – system generated data about a document’s creation, location, size, etc.
may also be considered part of a digital collection, as it may be required in retrieval,
especially where a vast amount of documentation is being generated – an extreme
example being efforts to capture every moment of one’s life (Gemmell et al., 2006a, b).
The inclusion of links to external information sources – and those sources
themselves – and of system-generated metadata, leads to the question of what digital
artefacts constitute and do not constitute a digital collection. Even with hardcopy, there
is evidence that individual collections contain much material that is only kept for
future reference and may never even be consulted (Whittaker and Hirschberg, 2001).
With the ever-increasing storage capacity of digital media, deciding what constitutes a
meaningful collection can be philosophically somewhat challenging. Clearly, this is of
some relevance for curators taking individual archives into the holdings of long-term
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repositories; but in general if it is in the possession of an individual it is deemed part of
the personal archive (or personal library).
Deken (1999) contrasts digital collections with hardcopy. She points out that
electronic records “are quite different from . . .paper-based records in a number of
significant ways”. Although they are not “human-eye-readable” they do have many
advantages. They are, for instance, “much more compact, . . . easier to create, alter, and
transmit; and . . . in some ways, easier to store”. Another difference is, of course, that
electronic documents include the system-generated data already mentioned, and which
in part be perceived as the computer’s own “finding and retrieval aids”.
One interesting area within the topic of PIM is e-mail. As Bellotti et al. (2003, p. 345)
state, “An increasing body of literature points to the importance of e-mail as a task
management resource”. The authors cite Mackay (1988) who, as far back as the late
1980s, was describing how e-mail supports “a variety of time and task management
activities”. They also mention Whittaker and Sidner (1996), who show that the e-mail
inbox is “a repository of ‘to-dos’, ‘to-reads’, items of ‘indeterminate status’ and ‘ongoing
correspondence’” (Bellotti et al., 2003, p. 345). Finally, the authors’ own work is cited
(Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001), in which e-mail is “transforming into a ‘habitat’, the
central place from which work is received, managed, and delegated in organisations”
(Bellotti et al., 2003, p. 345).
There appears to be four contributory factors in the growth of individuals’ digital
collections. These are:
(1) the growth of digital storage capacity;
(2) the availability of content-creating tools;
(3) the ever burgeoning availability of information accessible via the world wide
web; and
(4) people’s natural creative instincts.
The growth of digital storage capacity
According to Bell and Gemmell (2007), “today, a $600 [£400] hard drive can hold . . . .
Enough [data] to store everything you read . . . all the music you purchase, eight hours
of speech and ten pictures a day for the next 60 years.” Beagrie (2005) describes the
continuing increase in computer power as “exponential”, invoking “Moore’s Law”
(from a seminal article by Gordon Moore which first flagged-up the implications of the
rise in computer power) (Moore, 1965) to argue his case. In a recent study on
information collection, Sweeney (2001) showed the extent to which disk storage per
person was increasing by calculating the amount of rigid disk drive space sold in a
year divided by the adult world population (see Table I).
Two white papers attempt to quantify the digital universe: the amount of
information created, captured and replicated (Gantz, 2007, 2008). It is estimated that in
2007 all of “the empty or usable space on hard drives, tapes, CDs, DVDs, and memory

Table I.
Increase in disk storage
space per person

Storage (TeraBytes)
Global disk storage per person (MB/person)

1983

1996

2000

90
0.02

160,623
28

2,829,288
472

(volatile and non-volatile) in the market equaled 264 exabytes”. At the same time it was
suggested that the digital universe in 2007 was 281 exabytes or 281 billion gigabytes.
Thus the created information exceeded, for the first time, the available storage, which
emphasises that not all information that is created and transmitted is stored.
Nonetheless, Gantz (2008) predicted that 1,082 exabytes of storage would ship between
2007 and 2010; and noted that the segment of the storage consumption that IDC had
previously underestimated is that for personal data protection:
As consumers generate more and more of the world’s digital content, they are finally coming
to understand the need to preserve their information heirlooms.

The availability of content-creating tools
As computer power has increased, so have the number of information and
communications technology (ICT) applications and variety of hardware (mobile
phones, iPods, digital cameras, etc.) that can be used to make content. There are also a
myriad of organisations facilitating and/or encouraging people to be digitally creative.
Trendwatching.com (2007) offers several examples:
.
Hewlett-Packard: “spending US$300 million on a campaign telling consumers it’s
all about ‘You’, and ‘You’ should be taking pictures, and sharing them and
forwarding and printing them, AND posting photographic essays on a HP web
site”.
.
Blogger: “offering . . . instant communication power by letting you post your
thoughts to the web whenever the urge strikes”.
.
Xingtone.com: “letting consumers compose their own ringtones”.
.
Xlibris: which specialises in offering the opportunity to budding writers to
self-publish, providing “all of the tools you need to publish your book quickly,
easily and affordably . . . (including) Design, Production and Publishing Services,
as well as online distribution . . . and Marketing Products” (Xlibris, 2007).
Perhaps not surprisingly, Microsoft is also promoting digital creativity, not least in
currently exhorting its customers to view a software suite called Expression Studio, a
“powerful suite of professional design tools that enable you to take your creativity to a
whole new level” (Microsoft, 2007), and Apple has been very successful with its iLife
software.
The availability of information
Statistics on the growth of the internet invariably suggest continuing rapid growth.
One site, for example, the well known “Hobbes Internet Timeline” (Zakon, 2006), charts
the number of hosts (a computer system with registered IP, or Internet Protocol
address), and shows an increase from 16,729,000 to 439,286,364 in the ten years from
July 1996 to July 2006 – a growth of 2,600 per cent. Similarly, the online magazine
Netcraft (2008) report a growth in internet sites of 3.1 million, between March and April
2008. The ubiquity of internet search engines, and perhaps in particular, the popularity
of Google – whose dominance of the search market is attested by its 75 per cent market
dominance in the UK (Wakefield, 2007) – together with this growth of digital
information have made it much easier for individuals to accumulate their own digital
store.
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People’s natural creative instincts
The take up of creative digital tools demonstrates that there is a strong appetite for
people to be creative online. According to the Pew Internet and American Life Project
(Lenhart et al., 2004), 44 per cent of adult internet users based in the USA have used the
internet to “publish their thoughts”, post pictures, share files and “otherwise contribute
to the explosion of content available online”, and 21 per cent of internet users have
posted photographs to web sites. A total of 13 per cent of internet users maintain their
own web sites, and “around 7 per cent” have web cams operating to allow other
internet users to see live pictures of them and their surroundings.
American research (iProspect, 2007) has shown that social networking services that
allow user-generated content such as comments, reviews, feedback, ratings or own
dedicated pages were attracting steadily growing traffic. Several are visited at least
monthly by roughly a quarter of (US) internet users, including: MySpace (28 per cent),
and YouTube (20 per cent), although the attraction often appears to be to view the
work of others – it is not yet common practice among the vast majority of the online
user population to post their own material. Nevertheless, such sites do demonstrate
enormous levels of user input. Flickr (a photo-sharing site) logs uploads, and
consistently records over 2,000 per minute[1]. It is outside the scope of this paper to
discuss the value of such user content, but worth noting that not everyone greets the
innovation with open arms. Keen (2007), for example, sees the rise of amateur content
as a threat to traditional culture, diminishing the quality of civil public discourse,
encouraging plagiarism and stifling genuine creativity.
Gantz (2007) predicted that 70 per cent of the digital universe will be created by
individuals in 2010. Gantz (2008) subsequently observed that less than half of that
component of the digital universe existing in 2007 and created by individuals is
explained by user activities; the remainder constitutes a “digital shadow” comprising
web search histories, financial transactions, surveillance images and so on. EMC
Corporation provides a tool for estimating how fast an individual’s personal digital
universe is expanding. The Digital Footprint Calculator is available at: www.emc.com/
digital_universe/downloads/web/personal-ticker.htm
The digital information cycle
Obtaining information
There are three ways in which individuals obtain and build up information:
(1) actively seeking or acquiring it;
(2) passively seeking or receiving it; and
(3) actively creating it themselves.
(A fourth process might be referred to as the “Passive creation of information’ in that
computer operating systems and application software routinely and automatically
create digital objects and metadata in association with the other three activities: it
includes the computer’s propensity to cache files for example, as already mentioned.
The present paper will not discuss this process further but the resulting files and
content represent a very important element of a personal digital archive.)
There is a huge body of literature concerned with information seeking behaviour, a
topic that is somewhat peripheral to this review, which is more concerned with
information once it is in a collection, and so this part of the current review points only

to some key texts. By contrast, there is a lack of literature on the process of creating
information, in terms of its manipulation during the creation process. More can be
found about how documents and other digital artefacts are stored and backed-up
during their longer-term development – a topic discussed under the heading of
“Short-term information management”.
Actively sought information behaviour. Case (2006) provides a comprehensive overview
of information seeking, while Wilson (1997) shows how the subject draws from and
influences other disciplines. The extensive body of work on the subject includes literature
on: “everyday” information seeking (e.g. Savolainen, 2005); scholarly information seeking
in various subjects (e.g. Bichteler and Ward, 1989; Voorbij, 1999; Siegfried et al., 1993;
Dalton and Charnigo, 2004); and information-seeking by the public on general subjects
such as health (e.g. Gollup, 1997), or education (e.g. Nicholas and Marden, 1998).
Passive reception of information. As Marshall and Jones (2006, p. 66) remark:
[. . .] not all of the information that comes into our purview is actively sought to meet a clearly
defined need. . . .it may have potential merit as a reminder, for its evocative qualities, for its
educational value, for the ideas it spurs, for its potential utility as a reference, or as something
to share.

Ross (1999, p. 784) notes that generally in information seeking or information behaviour
research, individuals are studied who “experience a ‘problem situation’ and then formally
initiate the search process by querying one of our systems: a reference service, an online
catalogue, a database, a collection of books”. Noting the “emphasis on goal-directed,
problem-solving information”, Ross (1999, p. 785) goes on to add: “We know, in fact, that
in the course of everyday living people constantly . . . encounter, and use textual
information without ever posing a formal question.”
Williamson (1998) calls the latter “incidental information acquisition”, to be
distinguished from “purposeful information seeking”. Williamson studied elderly
people and their acquisition and use of information. She concluded that while
respondents purposefully sought information in response to perceived needs, they also
monitored their world, and acquired information that they did not seek – some of
which simply “cropped up” whilst going about their daily activities such as reading a
newspaper or talking to friends.
One interesting view of encountered information comes from the world of systems
analysis. Peter Checkland (e.g. Checkland and Holwell, 2006; Checkland and Winter, 2000)
has coined the term “capta”. Checkland (1999, p. 54) explains that “we select certain items
of data out of the mass potentially available. They are selected as being relevant to our
concerns.” It is the “data” that we select which are “capta” (from the Latin capere, to take).
Bawden (2001, p. 95) adds that capta is “the transformation from data to information as
involving the addition of context, and hence meaning”. Here, one could argue that unread
or unevaluated documents represent “data” (in that they only acquire meaning, and hence
become information, when read), and that resultant retention/discarding choices render
documents retained as “capta”, to be acted upon later.
The issue of deciding what to do with encountered information, assuming it is in a
storable form (i.e. and not just something heard on the radio, etc.) represents a key
challenge for the field of personal information management (PIM) (Marshall and Jones,
2006). This is the topic of the later section on “Short-term information management”.
Information creation. The process of creating information does not appear to have
been studied in terms of the creator’s information behaviour at the point of creation (for
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example, preferences for hard copy or digital media and the integration of the two,
tracking progress in electronic documents, over-writing or renaming files in the course
of a project undertaken over a number of sessions). Trace (2007, p. 142) takes a
different view. Noting that information creation “has been largely overlooked in the
LIS [Library and Information Science] literature”, Trace suggests that research into
information creation “focuses on how and why people are socialised to create
information in various contexts”. In this regard, he found that understanding how to
create and manage documents constituted “a fundamental part of student affiliation;
enabling students [to become] competent members of a school community” (Trace,
2007, p. 142). They did this in the sense that:
[. . .] students learned that school documents . . . were entities that controlled, reflected, and
organised their environment . . .[e.g. timetables, rules, etc.]; that documents could serve as
evaluative instruments [student documents were assessed, and report cards etc. recorded
evaluations of students] that documents could hold students accountable [progress charts
etc.]; . . .and that documents had a role to play in managing social relationships within the
classroom context (Trace, 2007, p. 150).

The latter refers to collaborative working, sharing documents and creating, modifying
and storing them in a way that gained approval (or opprobrium) from peers and teachers.
Another way of looking at information creation is given by Ikujiro Nonaka and
colleagues (Nonaka et al., 1996, p. 205) who were concerned not so much with
“documents” but with passing “tacit” and “explicit” knowledge between colleagues
throughout companies. Tacit knowledge consists of “intuitions, unarticulated mental
models, or embodied technical skills”, and “explicit knowledge” of “meaningful set of
information articulated in clear language including numbers or diagrams” skills. Four
patterns of interactions exist that help create and transfer information:
(1) “socialisation (from individual tacit knowledge to group tacit knowledge);
(2) externalisation (from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge);
(3) combination (from separate explicit knowledge to systemic explicit knowledge);
and
(4) internalisation (from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge)”.
The authors conclude that “only human beings can take the central role in knowledge
creation and that computers are merely tools, however great their
information-processing capabilities are” (Nonaka et al., 1996, p. 217).
This review now turns to the point in the cycle at which information – once created
or acquired – is managed.
Short-term information management
Immediate retention decisions
Immediately following the acquisition or creation of information the first choice has to
be made – that of retention (for the short or long-term) or immediate rejection.
Bruce et al. (2004) suggests that:
[. . .] whenever an individual locates or encounters . . . information . . . s/he faces an essential
choice, whether consciously exercised or not. . .: to keep the information, to leave the
information where it is (it is useful but I can find it when I need it) or to ignore the information.

Thus, there are three possible actions:
(1) Keeping, where “[An individual] identifies information that is useful and then
engages in an act that relates to collecting, representing, indexing, cataloguing,
classifying, and storing [it].”
(2) Leaving: consisting of “information sources and channels that have been left (in
situ). In this case, the individual . . . concedes that it is in a . . . place that can
easily be located again.”
(3) Ignoring: Where the individual judges that the information has no use or value
to them, “either now or in the future”. Examples (though not supplied by Bruce)
might be football results or the weather, acquired for instant information but
not needed for future reference.
Two points may be made here. First, although not mentioned by Bruce, similar (if not
equal) choices also apply to information created by the individual him or herself. For
example, a person writing a business letter may decide to keep it (e.g. for future
reference, or for later amending for a different recipient), or to delete it (or to delete
earlier drafts if not the final copy). Second, the “delete” choice also applies to
information acquired. “Leaving” suggests the material is remote from the individual –
a web site, for example. Unsolicited information received – an article sent via e-mail by
a colleague, for example – may be “left” (e.g. as an attachment until the message itself
is actioned in some way), or may be actively deleted.
Document and task management
Bondarenko and Janssen (2005) argue that document management is strongly related
to task management. Common patterns of document use were found for participants
across professions, differences in document management were noted particularly
according to activity type. Specifically, “administrative” and “research” activities were
analysed. Much is made of Sellen and Harper’s (2002) three types of documents:
(1) those that are currently being used and/or written (“hot”);
(2) those that are still referred to and may be updated (“warm”); and
(3) those that are no longer used (“cold”).
Administrative activity entails documents coming in and out rapidly: forms, reports,
letters, minutes, etc.
The transitions of a document from “cold” to “hot” and vice versa happen very often – some
documents are only active until a short phone call is made and then can be filed away. In
contrast, a “research” activity corresponds to a small variety of documents (articles and
reports of different kinds are the most common types), but these documents stay “warm” for a
long time (Sellen and Harper, 2002, p. 124).

Printing helps people to keep documents from various sources (e-mail, digital file
folders, and paper copies) together. The transition from digital to paper is far easier
than from paper to digital.
Bruce and colleagues (Bruce et al., 2004) found a large number of methods for
keeping encountered information. Each of the following was used by at least one of the
participants of this study:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

send an e-mail to oneself, with a URL referencing a web page;
send to others an e-mail that contains a web page reference;
print out the web page;
save the web page as a file;
paste the URL for a web page into a document;
add a hyperlink to a personal web site;
bookmark the web page;
write down notes on paper containing the URL and actions to be taken;
copy to a links toolbar so that the web address is always in view in the browser;
note URL in a task management or calendaring system which contains the URL
and can be associated with a date.

“Refinding” is also a topic of interest in personal information management. E-mail
messages (Whittaker and Sidner, 1996) and placing documents on the computer
desktop (Barreau and Nardi, 1995) have been shown to be popular methods of finding
information already acquired or created. By contrast, over 90 per cent of respondents
interviewed in an “informal survey” by Jones (2007) indicated that they used Google
Desktop Search (about which more later) only as a “last resort” after other methods of
return had failed.
With regard to naming and grouping documents, Kwasnik (1989) maintains that the
use to which something is put is often the basic level at which it will be classified. For
instance, although a person may distinguish between books on various topics, books
acquired at different times, and books of different formats and sizes, all of them may be
physically as well as cognitively grouped as:
[. . .] “books used in teaching Anthro 101”. . . . A document’s intended use or purpose is often
the first classificatory rule invoked. Documents may be further divided and organised, but the
first cut is frequently determined by use or purpose, or use in combination with another
dimension (Kwasnik, 1989, p. 210).

It is worth examining, in this section, attempts to create systems that integrate
different document types and applications, for easier task and document management.
According to Jones (2007) people frequently wish to group together information
relating to particular ongoing or completed tasks, or simply view different types of
items (e.g. e-mails, web pages and Word documents) together. Several problems
become apparent in attempting these two actions. It may not be possible, for example,
to put Word documents and e-mails into one folder readily with little effort. Even
viewing different types of document (and corresponding application) can be
problematic – a computer display may be filled with windows, often obscuring each
other and each competing for our attention (Jones, 2007).
This leads to a consideration of how documents and applications can be linked or
integrated, to facilitate more efficient usage and to obviate “fragmentation” problems
that arise from using and storing different kinds of documents that relate to the same
overall task or project.
Jones outlines three ways in which tasks and applications may be integrated:
(1) integration through e-mail;

(2) integration through search; and
(3) integration through projects.
Regarding the first of these, e-mail has been shown to be used for:
.
task reminding (by leaving information about current tasks there (Jones et al.,
2001). . . . or even by sending oneself an e-mail as a reminder);
.
personal archiving;
.
linking to useful information;
.
storing information about completed tasks (e.g. Bellotti et al., 2005); and
.
accumulating contact information (e.g. Whittaker et al., 2004).
Two information access problems arise from performing PIM functions in e-mail –
fragmentation and lack of direct support for PIM functions (Whittaker et al., 2006,
p. 70). Fragmentation can occur where attachments or information are left in an inbox
or other folder, and not transferred to a more appropriate directory; or where
attachments are removed, so that the sender and the document are no longer linked.
The fragmentation is to a significant extent a manifestation of the lack of PIM support.
E-mail was not designed for these tasks, and support for organising messages and
attachments is limited or rarely learned or used. Whittaker et al. (2006) discuss possible
solutions to the problem, including automatic extraction of signature files into address
books and better search facilities – the latter being considered a tool for PIM and the
integration of documents generally.
The integration of powerful searching facilities may be gaining momentum through
the success of the “Google” search engine, which offers a desktop computer search
facility. In fact, Google is only one of several such “desktop search” applications
(“Spotlight” of Apple computers was a pioneer) and fill a need in the market expressed
neatly by Boutin (2004) who observed, “I can find anything online in under a minute,
but it takes me days to find an e-mail address on my PC.” Desktop searches usually
index Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files and e-mail, and “most of them search music,
image, and video files, as well as web bookmarks” (Boutin, 2004).
The existence of this facility suggests that finding documents may be easier via a
search engine than by organising directories. However, as already indicated, research
by Jones (2007) suggests that this option is not popular. Indeed, Jones was involved in a
previous study looking at this issue. In a study looking at the organisation of folders
and folder hierarchies, researchers offered 14 participants a “simple search tool”: all but
one declined. Reasons given for continuing to want folders fell into one of three
categories:
(1) Trust: there was an unwillingness to trust the efficacy of the search engine.
(2) Control: wanting files to be in a place of one’s own choosing.
(3) Visibility/understandability: being able to see the relationship between things, or
being reminded of tasks.
With regard to integration through project management, both the highly prevalent
Outlook of Microsoft and Entourage (www.microsoft.com/mac/products/
entourage2008/default.mspx#/interacting_entourage/), a Microsoft initiative for
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Apple computers, provide various functionalities together, namely: e-mail, calendar,
address book, task list, note list, and a facility akin to a general project manager. Other
initiatives are continuously emerging that aim to facilitate file organisation. One is the
“Universal Labeler” (Jones et al., 2005) which helps in the organisation of documents,
e-mail messages and web pages via a system of labelling different documents and, in
effect, creating a kind of “super shortcut maker” (Jones, 2007). There are several other
integrated systems available that attempt to integrate and index disparate files and
applications. These include:
.
AirSet (www.airset.com/). Which is, according to its producers, a virtual
computer: “a computer that lives in the internet and is accessible from any device
with a web browser”. AirSet includes a PIM system / calendar / blogging / wiki /
messaging / calendar /
.
Knowledge Workshop (www.lmsweb.com/main/index_fla.shtm). A freeware
personal information manager which enables web pages, documents, local
files, tasks, e-mails, notes, etc. to be managed from one interface.
.
EssentialPIM (www.essentialpim.com/). Which includes calendar, contact
management, to do list and notes. It also includes synchronisation with
Outlook, Windows Mobile devices, Palm, iPOD, and Google Calendar.
Online tools also include, of course, the popular web services such as:
.
www.rememberthemilk.com which facilitates task management; and
.
www.zoho.com which provides multiple applications and makes it possible to
have everything in one place from documents to presentations.
Another emerging development worth noting as an example of the kind of solution to
be expected is that of Geambasu et al. (2007): HomeViews is a peer-to-peer system for
building personal data management applications involving:
.
views for organising files into dynamic collections;
.
protected sharing of views across the internet; and
.
integration into a user’s local environment.
Long-term personal archiving, preservation and disposal
The stage beyond the day-to-day use and manipulation of personal documents is that
of archiving for the longer term. For Barreau and Nardi, 1995), “archived information
has a shelf life of months or years, but is only indirectly relevant to the user’s current
work”. According to Sue McKemmish (1996):
The functionality of a personal archive, its capacity to witness to a life, is dependent on how
systematically we go about the business of creating our records as documents, capturing
them as records (i.e. ordering them in relation to each other and “placing” them in the context
of related activities), and keeping and discarding them over time (i.e. organising them to
function as long-term memory of significant activities and relationships).

These decisions correspond to the activities of professional archivists.
A special consideration in the context of personal digital objects is the need to
migrate digital objects to more current formats to guard against obsolescence (see, for
example, John, 2008; Paradigm, 2008). This important topic will not be discussed

further in the present paper. This review will instead begin by considering the
literature that relates to why people create and maintain a personal archive over the
long-term.
Kaye et al. (2006) studied 48 academics’ personal files, and concluded from
examining contents and interviewing participants, that there were five main reasons
for maintaining an archive and storing its contents, which the researchers labelled:
(1) Finding it later: “Not surprisingly, one reason why people archive materials is
so that they can easily find them later, a need which currently drives many of
the design strategies for personal archiving tools” (Kaye et al., 2006, p. 276). A
distinction can be made between an active document or digital object, which
may be in the process of being created or amended (having been retrieved from
the personal store or recently acquired online, for example) and an inactive one
that is residing in the store.
(2) Building a legacy: Kaye et al. (2006, p. 277) found that some records were not
kept for future use, but as a kind of “legacy” archive. “Essentially, these
[records] were testament to the subject’s ‘life work’, a self constructed
permanent record of the achievements and movements of the archiver”.
(3) Sharing resources: Kaye et al. (2006, p. 277) “identified sharing as an archival
goal common to many of the personal archives we visited which were accessed
often and by many individuals”.
(4) Fears of loss: “a sense of anxiety or fear of a specific catastrophe involving the
potential loss of irreplaceable information fuelled the drive for preservation. . . .
this fear influenced the archive’s physical structure, from regular personal
backups to specialised folders” Kaye et al. (2006, p. 278).
(5) Identity construction: the personal archive is also, according to Kaye et al. (2006,
p. 279) “a kind of ‘identity kit’: materials reflect and describe the owner . . . Items
in the archive serve as ‘tokens’, indicating who the archiver is and what they
have achieved”.
This research, as mentioned, reported on academics’ archive creation. As Barreau and
Nardi (1995) note, however, for most forms of employment, information that is not
current has less relevance and utility than it might have for academics or researchers.
“This [is] true for the managers, administrative assistants (etc.).” Their study found,
contrary to that of Kaye et al. (2006), that their sample of professionals did not bother to
archive for the long-term, as the information was unlikely to be useful in the future.
Considerations uncovered by Kaye et al. (e.g. having an archive as a legacy or as an
expression of personal identity) did not manifest themselves, but this might be because
the researchers in this case considered only electronic documents. In part this mirrors
the somewhat divergent philosophies and attitudes of, on the one hand, records
managers of institutions, and, on the other hand, archivists of historical and literary
documents derived from individuals such as distinguished scientists and writers.
As Barreau and Nardi (1995) note, not all documents end up being archived beyond
the time when they might be considered “useful” or “warm”. This leads to the issue of
why people discard (as in actually “delete”) electronic archives. There does not appear
to be any work associated specifically with the issue, although there is some literature
advising people about managing files, which includes decisions on deleting (e.g. Lanza,
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2006). This is particularly true in the case of e-mail (e.g. Taylor, 2007), partly due to
legal considerations; and Hookham (2007), for example, discusses the tension between
keeping personal e-mail indefinitely to avoid falling foul of the Financial Services and
Market Act and deleting it as soon as possible to comply with the Data Protection Act.
With regard to personal, individual and autonomous decisions regarding whether to
delete documents, this can largely be inferred from work on document retention (or
what Bruce et al. (2004) and Marshall and Jones (2006) term “keeping”)[2]. In this
context, documents may be deleted if they:
.
are not needed (e.g. there may be no need to find them later) (Kaye et al., 2006);
.
are not required by others (Kaye et al., 2006);
.
do not contribute to one’s “legacy” or one’s “identity construction” (Kaye et al.,
2006, p. 279); and
.
can be easily found again elsewhere (a variation on Jones, 2004, who discussed
the leaving of documents in situ when they were first found, rather than
capturing and storing them locally and to be subsequently removed).
As noted earlier (e.g. Jones, 2007) it is now possible to build up a digital archive without
needing to delete anything, so it should not be assumed that documents that are not
needed (e.g. because they are not required for any purpose) will actually be deleted.
Even with paper personal archives, some people, “hoarders”, are inclined to keep
nearly everything: at any rate far more than might be ostensibly needed or useful, but a
powerful motivation can be the desire to store “just in case” the objects are needed.
With that caveat, it may be worth concluding this section with reference to work
that has been undertaken on hardcopy documents. Whittaker and Hirschberg (2001,
p. 156) studied why hardcopy files of individual office-staff members were retained or
discarded during the course of an office move. They found that people tended to
discard 22 per cent of their paper files. Two main reasons emerged:
(1) The data were obsolete, even if these were useful in the past, and of unlikely
future benefit.
(2) The data were unread: nearly a quarter of discarded data were “non-urgent”
documents workers had simply never had time to read. As the researchers put
it: “Rather than discarding once-valuable information that is now of little utility,
much of what people discard is unprocessed information they have never
properly evaluated”.
The latter comment has much resonance with Checkland’s (1999) concept of “capta”.
Unread and therefore unprocessed data never acquires “capta” status and so is (after a
long period) discarded. However, some information of this class is frequently retained
because it cannot be easily separated from information that is recognised as valuable,
and this applies to both paper and digital archives.
The concluding phase of the archival lifecycle is the retrieval of information from a
long-term store for use by researchers and other consumers. Hoang et al. (2006) have
designed a Virtual Query System of SemanticLIFE that seeks to direct emerging
semantic web technologies towards the task of creating a personal information
management system for an individual’s lifetime data. In the slightly different context
of usability and ubiquitous computing, Crabtree et al. (2006) are developing procedures

for the exploitation of digital records, e.g. tools for replay that enable “faithful
representations” of temporal sequences.
Clearly, the better and more careful the original capture of the information, with
contextual information, the more effective and profound will be any improvements in
reuse potential.
Conclusion
This review has adopted the lifecycle approach to personal archives of professional
archivists and curators, and has transferred it to the context of personal information
management; and thus it looks at the personal archives of individuals away from any
repository and draws a parallel with the activities within a repository.
At first glance this may seem a little contrived – after all, the personal archive of a
living person is a dynamic entity. New objects are created; others are amended; some
are discarded. Yet the parallel is in fact an apt one as well as a useful one: for
increasingly, professional curators of contemporary personal archives are engaged in
creative activities that supplement the original contents of an archive. Oral history
programmes have long sought to produce new information that complements the
contents of any existing archive of an individual. More recently, and using the same
kind of modern technologies of digital capture available to people generally - digital
video and audio and digital photography – curators at the British Library have started
developing a series of Enhanced Curation activities. A recent example was the creation
of a high resolution 360 degree panoramic view of the study where the late Poet
Laureate Ted Hughes wrote some of his poetry; this image of a creative landscape is in
a sense as much a part of Ted Hughes’ archive as the collection of his personal papers
that joined the British Library’s rich literary holdings in 2008. There is the ongoing
process of enabling and improving the potential for reuse.
The theoretical perspectives developed in this paper around personal information
management and the digital information cycle are intended to stimulate debate,
reflection and further research. Many archivists and curators of personal archives and
contemporary historical papers and eManuscripts are already encountering and
engaging with the challenges presented by digital media. We hope that this opening
review will stimulate further reflection among these professionals on the practical
implications of ideas and observations made as they negotiate their way with hybrid
personal archives, and as they contemplate plans and actions for the day when personal
archives almost entirely comprise digital objects. The paper should also provide much
room for thought for those actively constructing their own digital identities and planning
for the long-term preservation of their personal “digital memories”.
This is clearly a rich field for research as there are still major gaps in our
knowledge, especially in regard to the strategies that individuals use to organise and
manage their personal digital archives, their motivations for doing so, and how they
subsequently locate materials in those archives? There is also a critical lack of
empirical evidence concerning individual attitudes and behaviour towards data
security, their experiences of catastrophic data loss, or the arrangements they may or
may not have in hand in the case of death or sudden incapacity. In a more speculative
vein, is there the possibility that different styles or underlying archetypes of personal
information management and archiving practice exist and, if so, what form might such
underlying behaviours take? These are all highly practical questions that need answers
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if we are to plan effectively for the future. For this reason, the Digital Lives team has
conducted two large-scale online surveys of members of the general public and of
academics from a wide range of disciplines, building directly on the issues and
frameworks discussed in this paper. The findings will be reported both in the literature
and through the Digital Lives project web site (www.bl.uk/digital-lives/).
Notes
1. 2,607 photos had apparently been uploaded during the minute before the present author
accessed the page at 14.36 on 03.10.07.
2. This contrasts with a large volume of work on document retention and destruction in
curatorial literature (e.g. Bearman, 2006; Nakajima, 2006) where the issue is discussed in
terms of institutional repositories.
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